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Abstract 
 
 
Title: Inequality and Economic Growth: Are Both Walking Hand in Hand? – The Case of Latin 

America 

 
Author: Catarina Alexandra Belerique Duarte Ferreira 
 
 
 
The responsible for dictating policies, sometimes choose a path were they put in second plan 
the problematic of inequality which is intrinsically connected with other complex realities such 
as poverty. The conception is that income distribution in the long run will remain constant, so 
the best way to increase the life conditions of the population is betting in economic growth 
because there is not a plain relation among economic growth and inequality.  

The aim of the study performed in this thesis was to understand the correlation among 
inequality and economic growth. Does economic growth lead to a better situation of the 
population in a homogeneous way indeed? Or do those benefits not reach the entire 
population? A quantitative method was applied in this study in order to gather results and 
responses. The analysis was based on statistical measures of Pearson’s correlation derived 
from data of Gini Index and GDP indicators, since they are both able to represent the equity in 
distribution of income and economic growth respectively. The group of countries in which the 
analysis was performed was the Latin America. 

The results indicate that, if in one hand it was not proved a direct and undoubted connection 
among economic growth and a raise on inequality, on the other hand it was not proven that 
they are completely independent either. The fairest way to look at this problem is not the 
impact of economic growth on inequality and the other way around but how those economic 
growth policies are chosen and their impact on the society. 
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1. Introduction 

 

“The data confirm that countries that are more unequal are also more politically unstable; they 
have more revolutions and coups. Societies with a large middle class, on the other hand, have 
incentives favorably aligned for growth, political stability, and democracy.” 

—William Easterly, 

The Elusive Quest for Growth (2001), p. 267 

 

The world is usually seen as a place full of inequalities and with uneven access to 

opportunities. And the situation is getting worse as the time goes by, although the relative 

share of the population considered poor is reducing, the number of poor population is rising in 

absolute values ( Chen and Ravallion, 2000). 

This issue of increasing poverty became so relevant in the international community that 

elimination, or at least reducing poverty to “acceptable” values (from 30 to 15 percentage 

points between 1990 and 2015 in developing countries) was turned into one of the top 

priorities by the United Nations Millennium Summit, representing in an indirect way of 

expressing the concerns of a representative part of the world leaders. 

This problematic becomes more relevant when looking at some figures that allow a better 

understanding of how unevenly wealth is being distributed in the world population. The top 10 

percent of the world population account for 85 percentage points of the global household 

income, on the other side, the bottom 10 percent of the population owns 0.7 percent of the 

wealth and the bottom 5 percent accounts for 0.2 of the global income.  This means that the 

people in the richest group take approximately 48 hours to receive the same income that the 

people in the bottom need a year to earn. (Milanovic, 2006; IPC, 2007)  

But those differences have not always been so pronounced. The total income inequality has 

quickly increased in the last decades in all different levels of inequality, from the individual 

perspective inside a certain society or country, but also inequalities among countries. If we 

step back and look into the numbers of this disparity computed by Adam Smith at the time he 

was writing The Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations in 1776, he estimated a gap 

where richest countries were approximately four times wealthier than the poorest countries. 

The same gap nowadays increased drastically and the difference among the richest and the 
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poorest countries is 145 times measured in GDP per capita1 (at Purchasing Power Parity (PPP), 

between the USA and the DR Congo). 

Estimating the evolution of those inequalities in terms of the Gini coefficient, in 1820, the 

Global Gini coefficient was estimated to be roughly 0.43 (Milanovic, 2009), currently it has the 

value of around 0.65. It means that if the world had only a country, it would have a higher 

inequality than the most unequal country has nowadays. Among the developed countries, the 

one with higher inequality is Portugal and it has a value bellow the 0.4 regarding Gini 

coefficient (Lopez and Perry, 2007). But if historically, inequality worsened, the predictions for 

the future made by Hillebrand (2008) do not indicate a better scenario in the coming years 

with increases not only in inequality but also in the number of poor people between 2015 and 

2050.  

One of the paths the international community and development agencies put their focus on 

and usually follow to improve the life conditions in the developing countries is through 

economic growth. Recent trends are more focused in a particular type of growth, the growth 

with equity. The analysis discovered that the effectiveness of the economic growth in 

improving lives is dependent on the inequality in that society. So what is really happening? 

What is the real impact of growth on inequalities? 

Section II has two main parts. It addresses the topic of inequality and some relevant issues 

regarding it such as the definition of inequality, some sources of inequality and consequences 

of inequalities, among others. And the other topic is related to the economic growth, some 

theories that aim to explain the growth and their predictions. The research question that will 

be accessed in this study is: what is the correlation between the economic growth and the 

reduction of the inequality in the life conditions of the population within countries? 

Section III has the methodological component of this study. This study will have a focus on an 

analysis of countries from Latin America and it will take the data of Gini coefficient and GDP of 

the countries in the last five decades into consideration and use it to perform some statistical 

calculations using the correlation of Pearson.  In Section IV, using the results of the previous 

section, we will draw conclusions of the main findings, points some limitations of the research 

and present suggestions for further research on this topic. And the final Section V concludes 

this study. 

 
                                                           
1
 World Bank Development Indicators, 2009 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 Definition 

The word inequality tends to be used vaguely and is capable of encapsulating a lot of different 

aspects (Krueger, 2002). In order to create a more systematic approach to the definition, it can 

be divided into two: narrow and broad approaches (Crow et al., 2009). 

2.1.1 Broad Approach to Inequality 

Inequality has no one consensual definition to everybody, it encompasses different aspects 

depending on the individual and is dependent on each personal sense of justice (Krueger, 

2002) and there are the ones who defend that inequality is an ethical problem and therefore it 

should be fought (Cornia and Court, 2001). Furthermore, inequality can also be seen as 

unequal access to opportunities and rights (such as health, education, resources and 

infrastructures) due to gender, ethnicity, religion, social status and geographic location 

(Barber, 2008).  

2.1.2 Narrow Approach of Inequality 

Although, as seen before, inequality alludes to more than just value (Barber, 2008), the narrow 

view of inequality, and used more commonly, is that it can be summarized and simplified to by 

some measure of income, output or productivity (Crow et al., 2009). In this context the income 

inequality can be defined as “the inequality of the distribution of household income among the 

population of one country”, where the magnitude of the income inequality is subordinated 

most of all on the allocation of wages, assets and to the policy of each government (Cornia and 

Court, 2001). 

There is a concept of different levels of inequality that is used for several authors that aims a 

better understanding of what inequality is. Those levels of concepts are the following: concept 

(1), “un-weighted international inequality”, measured by the difference of the average 

incomes of each country. Although this concept is used often, it does not take into account the 

dimension of each country, which is relevant because the impact of growth in the income 

differs according with the dimension of the country itself. The concept (2), “weighted 

international inequality”, tries to correct the flaws of the first concept since it is the level of 

discrepancy taking into account the population of each country.  However, it still does not 

have into consideration the disparities within-country, assuming by default that the income is 
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distributed equally to each individual inside a society. To solve that problem, the concept (3) 

also called “global inequality” looks into the difference of income at an individual or household 

level. This concept is particularly important because this level of inequality is the base to all the 

other levels of inequality and more easily revertible by changing policies. (Cornia and Court, 

2001; Crow et al., 2009; Milanovic, 2006). 

 

2.2 Global Inequality  

Table 1 summarises the results for the Gini value from different authors regarding different 

studies about inequality. All those studies have in common that the inequality is measured at 

an individual level (per capita) and all the national incomes are transformed into international 

using PPP2. 

Table 1.  Global Inequality (in Gini points) in the 1990s, According with Various Authors 

Author Year Gini 

Value  

National Income distribution from 

Millanovic  1993 66 Household surveys 

Millanovic  1998 65 Household surveys 

Bourguignon and Morrison  1990s 66 Household surveys estimates 

Sala-i-Martin  1998 61 Ginis and quintiles from HS3 

Bhalla  2000 65 Ginis and quintiles from HS 

Dikhanov and Ward  1999 68 Ginis and quintiles from HS 

Dowrick and Akmal  1993 71 Ginis and quintiles from HS 

Sutcliffe  2000 63 Ginis and quintiles from HS 

Chotikapanich, Valenzuela and Rao  1990 65 Ginis for HS 

Source: Milanovic (2006) 

The Gini values that are resultants from the studies, excluding the furthest values, the 61 and 

the 71, are among the interval of 63 and 66. This a very small range of results which denotes a 

certain degree of agreement regarding the values and it becomes even more notable if  it is 

taken into consideration that the majority of the estimated values lie inside the standard error 

of the other results. The value for the Gini of about 65 points is a high value for inequality, 

                                                           
2
 The PPP exchange rates may have diverse sources 

3
 Households (HS) 
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higher than countries such South Africa and Brazil that are known for the high levels of 

inequality. So, it means that if the world were one only country, than it would be more 

unequal than any country that exists (Milanovic, 2006). 

Even though those authors mentioned in the Table 1 ended up getting identical results, on the 

other hand there are no consensus regarding course of the evolution of those values and the 

dimension of that variation (Milanovic, 2006). Hillebrand (2008) however, predicts not only an 

increase in inequality until 2050 and also an increase in the number of poor population. 

When looking historically at the evolution of inequality, from the 1950s until the middle of the 

1970s, during an era of economic growth steadiness, there was a diminution of income 

inequality in a group of countries.  According to the data provided by WIID4, for the group of 

73 countries who had good information regarding inequality, 48 of them showed an increase 

in inequality in the previous two decades. Other 16 of the 73 countries preserved stable and 

inequality decreased in 9 countries. It is possible to look at the weight of each group of 

countries by the GDP-PPP and the population that they account. The group of countries with 

increasing inequalities has a share of 59 percent of the population and 78 percent of the GDP-

PPP. On the other hand, the countries where was witnessed a decrease in inequality have 5 

percent of the population and 9 percent of the GDP-PPP. All of these percentages are of the 

sum of the values for the sample (Cornia and Court, 2001). 

 

2.3 Sources of Inequality  

The rise of the inequalities is consequence of a continuous process that occurred for an 

extended period in time.  It did not happened suddenly (Lopez and Perry, 2007). 

There is not a conjecture that according to the broad definition of inequality, explains the 

phenomenon of inequality. The assumptions and patterns that are used in order to explain 

inequality only get their focus in explaining the narrow approach because they try to explain 

the differences in distribution assessed in terms of income and productivity (Crow et al., 2009). 

But the data is very consensual in showing that the rule is the increase of the income 

inequality within country (UNPD, 2010). 

 

                                                           
4
 UNU-WIDER World Income Inequality Database 
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2.3.1 Traditional Causes  

However there are some aspects with bigger incidence in countries with bigger inequality and 

that are often used to explain higher levels of inequality, the so-called “traditional causes of 

inequality” that are land concentration, urban bias, abundance of natural resources and 

inequality in education (Cornia and Court, 2001; Heshmati, 2005). 

Land concentration inequality stands for the differences in the bequest of land (Carter, 2000). 

Land concentration is a source of inequality (Li at al., 1998) and it is particularly important to 

explain disparities in developing countries where the agricultural sector is more relevant rather 

than in developed countries where the industrial sector replaced the previous importance of 

the agricultural sector (Cornia and Court, 2001). Although there is a decrease in the weight of 

inequality due to agricultural structure, it is not possible to consider it irrelevant to the current 

tendencies of inequality. Due to the exclusionary agricultural growth5  in some countries, there 

is an increase in the allocation of the unequal incomes proceeding from the agriculture. But 

besides that, there is also an indirect effect in inequality caused from the land ownership that 

has to do with the impact that it has, in an imperfect financial markets scenario, on the 

accumulation of human capital that will later, lead to a rise in inequality (Carter, 2000). 

Based on the available data, there is a worrying stability or even an increase of the  inequality 

among the rural and the urban population within developing countries (Cornia and Court, 

2001), where the majority of the low income population lives in the rural areas with 

agriculture as their main source of subsistence (Eastwood and Lipton, 2000). De Haan and 

Lipton (2000) emphasizes other problematic that are associated with the rural surroundings 

such as rural inhabitants have lower incomes because the tendency is that they have higher 

rates of children per adult, living isolated, working in professions with lack of productivity and 

in a significant part of the countries, high rates of female population. Eastwood and Lipton 

(2000) presented the possibility of the “offsetting trends in inequality” where in one hand, the 

recent price liberalization should correct price distortions and it would lead to a reduction in 

the rural-urban bias, while on the other hand, the best access to education, higher income, 

less parallel economy in urban areas among other have a rising effect in inequality would 

offset. This hypothesis was rejected by the author because there is not a general and clear 

tendency and in some parts of countries do these not happen to offset.  

                                                           
5
 It is a term that describes the “growth process in which small-scale agricultural producers are displaced 

and the successor farm units respond to a different set of shadow factor prices such that the sector 
itself becomes labour-displacing” (Carter, 2000). 
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In what concerns the resources, there is a connection between the type of products exported 

and inequality. Calderón and Chong (2001) found that those countries with exportation of 

primary goods, such as developing countries, have an augment in inequality, while countries 

that export manufactured goods, such as developed countries, they have a fallen inequality. 

But a relevant point is the future results in countries with high increases in commodities, 

where the “conditional resource course” is an expression used to describe the fact that, the 

impact of having such commodities is always benefic in the short run, but the impact in the 

long run is reliant on the kind of commodity and also in the capacity of governance of each 

country. If the commodities are not from agriculture and the governance is poor, the long run 

effects on output are so unfavorable that they will tend to offset the initial increase on income 

(Collier and Goderis, 2007). 

An increase of the average years of education (mainly secondary education and in the female 

population) will diminish inequality (Cornia and Court, 2001) since different access to 

education has differences in income as a consequence in the majority of countries. (López et 

al., 1998). This is explained by the fact that there is a substantial boost in the income of the 

population that finished the secondary school which is more frequent in already high income 

households (because in lower income households the cost of having the children studying 

instead of working to help the family is too high which also explains the higher abandon rates 

from school in poor households), but more than that, the returns of education are higher in 

richer households (that can be explained by worse access to education, inferior quality of the 

education, nutrition levels, etc… ) (Lopez and Perry, 2007). According to Castelló and 

Doménech (2002) education matter in terms of development and a fair distribution of 

education has impact more than in the stock of human capital and life expectancy, in the 

growth rates, income and physical capital. 

2.3.2 New Causes of Inequality 

Although “traditional causes” of inequality help explaining inequality, some authors defend 

that they do not explain the aggravation of the inequality and that are “new causes” that 

actually explain it (Cornia and Court, 2001; Heshmati, 2005). 

Alter the relative prices of goods inside a certain economy is the aim of the liberalizations. But 

in order to access the repercussion that it will have in households it is necessary to look not 

only to the side of the income but also the impact in consumption.  Because it is possible that 

the product of a certain household depends on as a source of income may be depreciated, 

then they are relatively poorer than initially, but the result will be positive or negative 
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depending on the way that it will impact on the products that compose the consumption 

basket, if the price of those products also fall, then they may be ending in a more favorable 

position that the one they started (Lopez and Perry, 2007). 

Fiscal policy also takes an important role in what is concerned to income inequality because a 

different starting point in terms of assets does not have to mean a substantial difference 

regarding income inequality, except if it taxes do not have an effective role in rectifying those 

differences (Lopez and Perry, 2007). 

One of the reasons that have been pointed as a cause in the increase in inequality is a trend on 

the increase of the capital share in income in detriment of the labor share. This has been 

associated with financial liberalization and stabilization packages6 in developing countries. But 

not only had the change on weight of the capital versus the labor share income impacted on 

inequality. Also the gap among the minimum wages and the highest wages accelerated. It was 

not only caused by demand and supply effects, and returns on education but also by the 

deregulation on the labor market (Cornia and Court, 2001). 

The political system in power in a certain country may also affect the trends in inequality. 

Barro (2000) argues that in systems similar to democracy where the power is equally 

distributed inside a certain society and the economic power influence inequality due to the 

redistributive impacts. Beer and Boswell (2002) mention the reliance on foreign investment as 

a cause of inequality for being more beneficial to the richer than to the rest of the population. 

Political freedom also has a role in inequality due to the unequal distribution that happens in 

cases where the richer are able to be in charge of economic policies ensuring that they do not 

lose wealth limiting the access of poor to capital  (Li et al., 1998). Globalization is also 

mentioned as one of the possible causes of worsening inequality (although it improves the 

well-being of the population) (Birdsall, 2000: Manasse and Turrini (2001). But this idea is not 

consensual, Lindert and Williamson (2001) suggest that it has nothing to do with inequality, 

and that non democracy and poor governance are the factors that really influence inequality.  

Inflation also as effects in income inequality because it contributes to increase the returns of 

the rich population (Li and Zou, 2002). 

Alderson & Nielsen (2002) performed a broad study in understanding the impact of an 

extensive number of variables on inequality. The findings are that the factors that affect 

                                                           
6
 Stabilization packs are commonly associated with more inequality and economic recession. This is 

mainly attributed to the fact that wages, mainly the not qualified ones, decreases at a higher rate than 
GDP. But at the recuperation period, the increase in wages tends to be less than the previous fall during 
the recession (Cornia and Court, 2001). 
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negatively and lead to lower inequalities are the coordination of the wage definition, “de-

commodification”7 and the number of workers in unions (also referred by Cornia and Court, 

2001). The factors that affect positively are direct investment outflow, rate of female workers, 

exportation from south countries to north countries affection the returns of unskilled workers, 

rate of workers on agricultural products and migration flows. 

 

2.4 Sources of Inequality by Geographic Area  

The geographical location that faces a remarkable increase in inequality is the former Soviet 

Union, in some cases, increasing 10 Gini points (Cornia and Court, 2001; UNPD, 2010). 

Nevertheless, the values for the Gini coefficient remain comparatively low due to the starting 

point for the Gini coefficient resultant of the high rate of employed people pertaining to the 

state institutions (90% compared with the 20% in the OECD countries) (UNPD, 2010). In Sub-

Saharan Africa, the values of inequality have been showing a decrease in the last two decades, 

at the same time that there is also an improvement in the economic performance, opposite to 

what happened in the 1980s where the economy was deteriorating and the values of 

inequality increased, but there are parts of Africa witnessing an increase in inequality (Cornia 

and Court, 2001; UNPD, 2010).  The majority of countries in the East Asia and the Pacific also 

register an increase in inequality. This is a consequence of the increasing difference between 

the urban and rural areas due to the industrial growth, while agriculture is slowing down and 

the disparity between high and low schooling payments is increasing. In this region, the 

tendency leans to lower values of inequality in countries with previous central economies 

(Cornia and Court, 2001; UNPD, 2010).  The reasons that are often noted as causes of the 

traditional high income disparity in Latin America and the Caribbean are the decrease in public 

expenditure, a high gap in the payments among the high and low skilled workers, imbalanced 

access to education and distribution of land and elevated fertility in low income households 

(UNPD, 2010). 

 

 

 

                                                           
7
 Term used to describe the attempt to reduce the individuals’ dependence on the market for their 

welfare. 
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2.5 Consequences of Inequality 

Poverty and income inequality seem to be different issues however they have connections. In 

cases where the inequality is very high a situation where is more probable that a part of the 

population live under the poverty line is created (Reynolds, 1996) meaning that for a certain 

amount of average income per capita, countries in which the inequality is higher have 

consequently higher poverty. According to Lopez and Perry, (2007), if Latin America had the 

same values for inequality as Europe has, than the number of people living below the poverty 

line of 2$PPP per person would decrease from the actual 25 percentage points to 12 percent8.  

Higher inequality not only leads to higher levels of poverty but it makes harder to reduce that 

poverty, several authors looked into that relation (Ravallion, 2004; Perry et al, 2006; Cornia 

and Court, 2001) and found that growth elasticity of poverty reduction is higher in countries 

with lower disparities in income. Ravallion (2004) quantified that elasticity and countries with 

low income inequality have values of -4.3 while countries with very high inequalities have a 

value of -0.6.  

Another consequence of having high levels of inequality relates with the fact that countries 

with higher rates of poverty and inequality are likely to have lower rates of growth (Alesina 

and Rodrick 1994; Perry et al, 2006). Barro (2000) defends that higher levels of inequality have 

a negative impact on growth in poor locations and positive impact in rich locations.  And there 

are also authors that argue that higher levels on inequality lead to higher rates of growth (Li 

and Zou, 1998; Forbes 2000) but those studies tend to be focused only in short term 

relationship of the two variables. 

There is also a relationship among income inequality and criminality. Fajnzylber et al. (1998) 

and Cramer (2001) indicate that the relationship is positive because the increase in inequality 

is an important factor in the increase of the levels of violence and crime (they estimate a rise 

between 1 and 4 percent in crime for an increase of 1 percent in the Gini coefficient. 

Neumayer (2011) also point the increase of violent crime as a consequence of higher income 

inequality. But Cramer (2001) state that although there is a link between inequality and 

violence and social conflict it does not imply directly a connection with civil war. But there are 

consequences of inequality that have impacts on economic growth, at a macro level by 

reducing the economic growth (Alessina and Perotti, 1996). 

                                                           
8
 This was computed assuming that the income distribution follows a log normal distribution. 
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As seen before, higher inequality leads to higher levels of poverty which has a negative impact 

in school enrolments. According to Lopez and Perry (2007), an increase of 1 percentage point 

in the rate of poverty turn into a reduction from 0.5 to 1.5 percent in the enrollment rates in 

secondary schooling.  

Alesina and Rodrick (1994) argue that along with higher inequality, the voters may tend to 

chose for more redistributive policies creating negative impacts on growth and uncertainty. 

Nevertheless, high inequality itself does not have to be a negative thing when in a certain 

environment. For instance if there is inequality but also equality in the access to opportunities, 

it may create the right incentives for people to endeavor and to develop new ideas. All of this 

leads to better rates of growth. But when the environment is not favorable, for instance, 

existence of high barriers to social ascension, than there are not incentives to risk and to put 

effort in work (Lopez and Perry, 2007). 

 

2.6 Theories of Economic Growth 

2.6.1 Solow’s Growth Model  

The framework developed by Solow (1956) suggests that income increases with the level of 

capital, physical and human, however those increases are limited. Specialized workers impact 

income generation as any other productive factor and technological development is 

independent (exogenous variable).  The illation is that in the long run, the economic rate of 

growth is equal to the rate of growth of the labor in addition to the rate of technological 

progress established exogenously9. The consequence of the model is that the differences in 

the growth rates between countries are a result of the different levels on the direction of 

convergence. Accordingly, developed countries have lower growth rates than developing 

countries, and the income of both converges in the long run.  

2.6.2 Endogenous Growth Models with Innovation 

The endogenous models aroused from the necessity of including the technological progress in 

the economic process of growth.  Schumpeter (1950) and Schmookler (1966) present the idea 

that technological progress is a consequence of innovators seeking sources of profit and not 

only by curiosity. Each new product raises the stock of human capital in that economy, it is a 

                                                           
9
 The rate of savings does not influence the growth rate on the long run according to the framework. 
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cumulative process. Lucas (1988) finds that the process of technological development is also 

faster in countries with more knowledge because there is a learning curve in production. 

According to this model, the countries’ growth rates are not related with their incomes but 

with the amount of human capital. So, different from the Solow’s model, in the endogenous 

models the growth will be faster in countries with higher stock of capital (that are the ones 

that facilitate the access to education). 

2.6.3 The Convergence Hypothesis 

Both models previously presented point in different directions in their predictions. Solow 

predicts a convergence while the endogenous models accept that it is possible to have a gap 

due to difference in stock of capital. Summers and Heston (1991) presented data based on the 

computation of income at PPP of the nations and the results seem to corroborate the Solow’s 

predictions. But when using the same data and doing different calculus, relating the incomes 

with growth rates the results follow the predictions of economic endogenous growth theories.  

 

2.7 The Determinants of Economic Growth 

Several authors indicate that having a population with higher education is essential to 

economic growth (Barro; 1991: Gould and Ruffin, 1993). And it leads to growth through two 

different channels: in on hand it increases the capacity of production of the country, on the 

other hand it leads to technological innovation due to the accumulativeness of technological 

development. Barro (1991) estimated that Guatemala’s rate of growth could have raised about 

1.3 percentage points per year if they have increased the enrollment on secondary schooling in 

50 percent between the years of 1960 to 1985.  

The role of government also influences the growth of a country. An increase in government 

expenditures other than education and defense will diminish growth and government 

investment has a neutral impact on growth rates (Barro ,1989; 1990: 1991). 

Another factor that may hinder economic growth is political instability such as revolutions or 

assassinations of politicians reduce the rate of growth. For instance, El Salvador could have 

grown an extra 7 percent per year if it was not the political instability in the country (Barro, 

1991). 
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One additional important topic, and very consensual among different authors, is the openness 

of the market. De Long and Summers (1991) estimate that countries that are very protective, 

have productivity growth of 1.1 percent lower than the countries that are not so protective. 

That is consistent with Ben-David (1991) that found that countries that joined European Union 

and let fall the barriers, became closer to the richer nations. The cost of changing from an 

open economy to a closed one can be a lost in 2.5 percent per year Roubini and Sala-i-Martin 

(1991). 

De Long and Summers (1991) defend that investing in equipment and machinery also impacts 

growth positively because it will increase the technological progress. Keeping everything 

constant, they calculated that an increase in 1 percent of the output invested in machinery and 

equipment, are translated on an increase in 0.26 percent increase in the growth rate. 
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3. Methodology 

The overall objective of this analysis is to try to verify the hypothesis that economic growth 

does not mean necessarily a reduction in the gap among the richest people and the poorest 

people within a country. Often, the external help for developing countries has a huge focus on 

helping those countries regarding the economic factors (Heshmati, 2005). The logic behind it is 

that, if the country is growing economically, it should be directly connected with progress of 

the life conditions of the population and inequality is seen as factor that remains constant over 

time. So, helping the countries to better perform economically would be a leverage to ensure a 

better quality of life of the population in general. 

As a matter of fact, in the United Nations Millennium Declaration (2000) where they claim “to 

reaffirm our faith in the Organization and its Charter as indispensable foundations of a more 

peaceful, prosperous and just world”, eight goals were defined in order to “uphold the 

principles of human dignity, equality and equity at the global level”. Those goals are:  eradicate 

extreme poverty and hunger, achieve universal primary education, promote gender equality 

and empower women, reduce child mortality rates, improve maternal health, combat 

HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases, ensure environmental sustainability and develop a 

global partnership for development. Although, almost all of them require some economic 

investment in order to be reached, none of them has exclusively an economic dimension by 

implementing, for instance, economic growth goals. 

Is it happening because economic growth is indeed possible to neglect when fostering equality 

and the improvement of population live conditions? Is it counterproductive? 

 

3.1 Data 

In order to verify if exists a relationship or not between inequality and economic growth, it will 

be performed the calculation of Pearson´s correlation coefficient in a group of countries to 

have results, see the trends and better understand the relation. The factors that are meant to 

be explained are inequality and economic growth, therefore it will be used data that allow to 

translate into numbers what is happening in the reality. The two indicators chosen as the 

source of data to perform this analysis are the Gini coefficient to represent the inequality and 

GDP at purchases prices corresponding to the economic growth, where: 
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Gini coefficient, using World’s Bank definition, “measures the extent to which the distribution 

of income (or, in some cases, consumption expenditure) among individuals or households 

within an economy deviates from a perfectly equal distribution. A Lorenz curve plots the 

cumulative percentages of total income received against the cumulative number of recipients, 

starting with the poorest individual or household. The Gini coefficient measures the area 

between the Lorenz curve and a hypothetical line of absolute equality, expressed as a 

percentage of the maximum area under the line. Thus a Gini index of 0 represents perfect 

equality, while an index of 100 implies perfect inequality”. 

And GDP at purchaser's prices that, accordingly to the World Bank, is “the sum of gross value 

added by all resident producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any 

subsidies not included in the value of the products. It is calculated without making deductions 

for depreciation of fabricated assets or for depletion and degradation of natural resources. 

Data are in current U.S. dollars. Dollar figures for GDP are converted from domestic currencies 

using single year official exchange rates. For a few countries where the official exchange rate 

does not reflect the rate effectively applied to actual foreign exchange transactions, an 

alternative conversion factor is used”. It is important to use purchase’s price in order to 

convert the currency in international dollars for better comparability. 

According to this, the focus will be to study the relationship among the economic growth 

measured by the GDP and the promotion of equality within a society, measured by the Gini 

Index. Then it will be possible to understand if the increase of the GDP is positively related 

with the increase of the Gini index. If this is proven to be true, then it is possible to conclude 

that although some countries are having good performances regarding the economic growth, 

such performances are not translated equally in the improvement of the life conditions in 

general, and the gap among the richest part of the population and the poorest is getting 

bigger. 

 

3.2 Correlation 

The calculus used to understand the relationship of the two indicators is the correlation. The 

most common used to measure the correlation is Pearson’s correlation coefficient. It is often 

represented the ρ and measures the linear dependency among two variables and is given by 

the result of the covariance of the two variables divided by the product of the standard 

deviation of each variable. 
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As the analysis will be performed based on a sample and not over the entire universe, the 

value for the correlation for the sample is given by r and is formulated in the following way 

(Croux and Dehon, 2008): 

 

 

 

given that x bar and y bar are the mean of the sample. 

The results of the correlation coefficient can vary from -1 to +1 (both inclusive) (Egghe and 

Leydesdorff, 2009). The result +1 means that the correlation is a pefect positive linear 

correlation, on the other hand, when the value is -1, then it is a perfect negative linear 

correlation. Regarding the value in the interval, the general rule that is usually used (although 

these values are not completely strict and the evaluation may change regarding the context) is 

that when the 0 ≤ |r| ≤0,20, the correlation is considered “non-important”, and the strength of 

the correlation increases as the absolute value of the ρ became closer to 1 (Kozak, 2009). 

 

3.3 Scope of Analysis 

This analysis would be valid and relevant for all the countries in the world. However, for the 

purpose of this study it would be too extensive. So, the focus to perform this analysis will be 

Latin America. The reason why Latin America seemed an interesting case to compute an 

analysis regarding inequality has to do with the fact that among the top three countries with 

highest inequality in the world are Chile and Mexico (OECD, 2011)10  which indicate a incidence 

of inequality on that geographical area.  

The group of countries that is considered to belong to the Latin America is not always 

consensual and the definition itself of which countries should be included has been changing in 

time.  For the sake of this analysis, it will be taken in consideration the first definition where 

Latin American countries refer only to the ones that are Portuguese- or Spanish-speaking 

countries (Colburn, 2002). Accordingly, the list of countries that is considered to constitute 

                                                           
10

 The other being Turkey.  
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Latin America are: Argentina, Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, 

Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, 

Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Puerto Rico, Uruguay and Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of). 

 

3.4 Countries Exclusion 

From the list of countries that belongs to Latin America, not all of them had enough quantity of 

data available regarding the Gini Index that would allow doing a robust analysis of the 

correlation among the two variables. To proceed with the study, those countries that did not 

present sufficient data were excluded from the analysis. The exclusion criteria were that the 

country should have at least ten observations and to have Gini observations at least in two 

different decades. 

The first criteria regarding the minimum number of ten observations has the goal of guaranty 

that the sample is representative, and as the study has a period of five decades, this minimum 

number ensures that all the countries in analysis have a sample of minimum of twenty per 

cent of the range of years that is being analyzed. 

The restriction regarding the two decades has to do with the fact that a relevant part of the 

analysis holds on the temporal evolution of the two indicators that are being used, and with 

the objective of analyze it, it is necessary to have at least two points to be possible to compare 

and see the evolution. 

According to those criteria, the excluded countries are Cuba, Nicaragua, Guatemala and Puerto 

Rico.  

 

3.5 GDP and Gini Index Correlation 

After excluding the countries that did not had enough data to calculate a solid correlation 

value, it was combined the Gini Index observations from the different sources (Appendix 1) in 

the same table and, from this point on in the analysis they are all used together as one 

regardless of the source. 

As the distribution of the observations does not follow any temporal pattern due to the lack of 

observations in some years, it was calculated a simple average of observations for each decade 
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bringing all the observations for the same point in time (Appendix 2). This way, it will become 

more straightforward to judge because it they are similar and possible to compare among 

countries.  

In order to be possible to do the correlation, the same procedure of averaging each decade t 

the GDP was applied in order to also have the values in decades.  

And the results for the correlation between the Gini Index and the GDP are: 

Table 2.  Gini index and GDP correlation 

  r 

Argentina  0,910611772 

Bolivia   0,963224568 

Brazil  0,077878811 

Chile  0,559068242 

Colombia  0,836737329 

Costa Rica  0,044469548 

Dominican Republic  0,641452188 

Ecuador  0,033478997 

El Salvador  0,483084813 

Honduras  -0,631472395 

Mexico  -0,139162219 

Panama  0,801865194 

Paraguay  0,971767232 

Peru  -0,498607778 

Uruguay  0,989157557 

Venezuela  0,381426722 

 

By looking at the values of the correlations, is possible to see that thirteen out of the sixteen 

countries present a positive value for the correlation and only three of them present a 

negative value.  

However, the strength of those correlations may be different and it can be accessed by the 

value of the Pearson’s correlation. It is possible to see that the number that presents strong 

positive correlations reduces to ten countries. Those countries are Argentina, Bolivia, Chili, 

Colombia, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Panama, Paraguay, Uruguay and Venezuela.  The 
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group of countries that show a “non-important” but still positive correlation is Brazil, Costa 

Rica and Ecuador and the only one with a “non-important” negative correlation is Mexico. On 

the other hand, the countries with a relevant negative correlation are Honduras and Peru. 

 

3.6 Variables with Different Scales 

Although these results seem to be very interesting in proving the initial hypothesis and 

showing that the economic growth also means the increase in inequality, it is important to 

bear in mind that when we are evaluating two variables in terms of correlation, if both values 

are presented in different units of measure, we might have a problem of scale. Computing 

correlation of two different variables with very different scales, will influence the results by 

giving more weight to the biggest variable and influencing the results towards it. 

This means that these results might be biased and influenced by the problem of scale. So, in 

order to solve that, it implied a change of variable to the “Annual percentage growth rate of 

GDP at market prices based on constant local currency. Aggregates are based on constant 

2000 U.S. dollars. GDP is the sum of gross value added by all resident producers in the 

economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the value of the 

products. It is calculated without making deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets or for 

depletion and degradation of natural resources.” 

 

3.7 Annual Percentage Growth and Gini Index Correlation 

By changing the variable GDP to this new variable, the problem of scale is mitigated because 

now the comparison is done among an Index and a percentage and both have approximately 

the same scale. 

Similar to the previous calculation of the correlation, using the raw data (in Appendix 5) we 

calculated the average of the Annual percentage growth of the GDP (in Appendix 6). 

The results of the new correlation among the percentage annual growth rate of the GDP are 

the following: 
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Table 3.  Gini index and GDP growth rate correlation 

 r 

Argentina 0,151808764 

Bolivia  0,242743747 

Brazil -0,061402795 

Chile 0,426454294 

Colombia -0,709496292 

Costa Rica 0,652391737 

Dominican Republic -0,800678021 

Ecuador 0,783106332 

El Salvador 0,109308978 

Honduras 0,655609854 

Mexico 0,264841017 

Panama -0,386897759 

Paraguay -0,583254798 

Peru 0,00841896 

Uruguay 0,578421647 

Venezuela  -0,618286236 

 

Looking at the results, it is possible to see that ten countries out of the sixteen have a positive 

value on the correlation. 

But once more, analyzing the strength of the correlations, there are seven countries with 

relevant positive correlation, that are Bolivia, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Honduras, Mexico and 

Uruguay. The countries with a negative correlation are Colombia, Dominican Republic, 

Panama, Paraguay and Venezuela. And finally, there are four countries with non-relevant 

correlation that are Argentina, Brazil, El Salvador and Peru. 

It is possible to see that the new calculus affected the results because some countries changed 

from positive to negative results and the other way around. The most significant change was 

Paraguay that went from a correlation of 0,972 to a -0,583. An interesting fact that arise from 

the comparison with the Table 2, is that the countries who present positive values for the 

correlation, even when they are relevant, they never reach such extreme values such as 0,989 

in Uruguay in Table 2. But when it comes to the negative correlation, it changes; there are 

bigger values in absolute terms regarding the negative values in Table 3 than in Table 2. 
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4. Discussion of the Results 

The aim of this study was to understand the correlation between the economic growth and the 

income inequality with a focus of analysis in Latin American countries. In Section II several 

relations between inequality and economic growth were presented, some more direct than 

others and some with opposite relationship but all point to a relation between the two 

concepts. When analyzing the correlation between percentage of GDP growth and Gini index 

using data, the results were not conclusive enough to determine the direction of the relation 

among the two variables due to the diversity of results. So, in this section, we will have a more 

integrated approach in order to understand the meaning of the results observed in the 

previous section.  

The result for correlations that is more frequent in this group of countries is the positive 

correlation. So, it is possible to argue that the most likely correlation is that when there is an 

increase in the GDP then inequality will also increase. 

But this let some questions open, for instance, is the part of population with higher income 

receiving even more income, or the people on the bottom getting even poorer? 

A way to have an overall feeling of what is happening is by looking at GNI per capita using the 

Atlas Method11 values. If the values are increasing, in countries with positive correlations, then 

it is possible to assume that the population in general is getting more income, so there is an 

increase in the gap because of a poor distribution of the income. 

 

 

 

                                                           
11

 “GNI per capita (formerly GNP per capita) is the gross national income, converted to U.S. dollars using 
the World Bank Atlas method, divided by the midyear population. GNI is the sum of value added by all 
resident producers plus any product taxes (less subsidies) not included in the valuation of output plus 
net receipts of primary income (compensation of employees and property income) from abroad. GNI, 
calculated in national currency, is usually converted to U.S. dollars at official exchange rates for 
comparisons across economies, although an alternative rate is used when the official exchange rate is 
judged to diverge by an exceptionally large margin from the rate actually applied in international 
transactions. To smooth fluctuations in prices and exchange rates, a special Atlas method of conversion 
is used by the World Bank. This applies a conversion factor that averages the exchange rate for a given 
year and the two preceding years, adjusted for differences in rates of inflation between the country, and 
through 2000, the G-5 countries (France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States). 
From 2001, these countries include the Euro area, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States” 
according to the World Bank 
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Table 4. GNI per capita- Atlas Method (in current U.S. dollars) 

 1990 2000 2010 

Bolivia 740 1000 1810 

Chile 2250 4840 10120 

Costa Rica 2340 3710 6810 

Ecuador 900 1330 3850 

Honduras 700 940 1870 

Mexico 2790 5010 8890 

Uruguay 2840 7100 10590 

Source: World Bank 

 

According to Table 4, as the GNI per capita is growing while the inequality is also growing, this 

means that a bigger share of this increase in the GNI per capita is going to the part of the 

population that has higher incomes rather than to the population that has lower incomes. 

The same approach is also possible to apply to negative correlations. In this case, the negative 

correlation does not allow an understanding, for instance, if the population with higher income 

is receiving less income, or the people in the bottom is receiving more. 

 

Table 5. GNI per capita- Atlas Method (in current U.S. dollars) 

 1990 2000 2010 

Colombia 1260 2350 5510 

Dominican Rep. 870 2620 5030 

Panama 2210 3730 6970 

Paraguay 1190 1350 2710 

Venezuela 2570 4100 11590 

Source: World Bank 

 

Similarly to the group of countries with positive correlation, also in this group of countries 

there is an increase in the GNI (Table 5). So, if the correlations are negative, then it is plausible 

to assume that the income is being distributed more evenly in these countries. 
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This is not a perfect approach, ideally we would calculate the distribution of income in 

quintiles or fractiles of the distribution for the population in order to give the way that income 

is being distributed in the society, but, for lack of available data, the GNI per capita allows 

excluding some possibilities. 

But just because there is a higher frequency of positive correlations, it is precipitated to jump 

to such conclusions taking into consideration the results for the correlations, it is observable 

the diversity of results of the correlations, not only because there are positive, negative and 

non-relevant correlations, but in the way that the countries are split in a very balanced way 

among those categories. As a result it is not possible to say that there is a clear and undeniable 

trend toward one direction of results. The small size of the sample itself and the complexity of 

other factors for instance, geographical environment, political environment, among others, 

limits in some extent not only the extrapolation of the results but a broader analysis too. 

So, what are the differences among these countries that make them have different results for 

the correlation? Why are some reducing in an effective way the inequality and not the others? 

According to UNDP (2010), the main causes of inequality in Latin America are decreases in 

public expenditure, imbalanced access to education and distribution of land, a high gap in the 

payments among the high and low skilled workers, and elevated fertility in low-income 

households. 

In order to verify if these factors help in explaining a bit more the reason why some countries 

are able to tackle the problematic of inequality, we will use two countries to understand what 

is happening in those factors. The countries chosen were Ecuador (correlation of 0.7831) and 

Dominican Republic (a value of -0.8) because they are the ones with more extreme values 

regarding inequality either positive or negative correlation (although Dominican Republic is 

part of the Caribbean and Central America region, according to the definition used in this study 

to classify the countries that belong to Latin America, it is included, and it makes sense due to 

the similitude to those countries and the historical common factors). 

These two countries have similarities. Ecuador has population of 15,007,343 people (CIA, 

2012a) and Dominican Republic has 9,956,648 people (CIA, 2012b) and they are very similar in 

the structure of population by age, percentage of urban population, fertility rates, etc. 

Exportations have an important role in both of their economies, in Ecuador petroleum is the 

main exported product while in Dominican Republic are related with agriculture but the 
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services sector is now bigger that agriculture. However it is important to mention that Ecuador 

faced an economic crisis during the years of 1999 and 2000. 

In order to assess education, the indicator used is the literacy rate on the adult total (in % of 

people ages 15 and above)12. And in this indicator the performance of both countries was 

different. If in one hand we have Ecuador that had a literacy rate of 84% in 1982 and still have 

the same value of 84% of literacy rate in 2009, on the other hand, Dominican Republic evolved 

from 73% literacy rate in 1981 to 88% in 2007 (World Bank). Accordingly, the country that had 

a negative correlation (Dominican Republic) is the one that managed to evolve in a favorable 

way in this indicator. 

In what concerns with public expenditure, there are two important categories that are health 

and education. Regarding the public health expenditure, the public health expenditure was 

calculated, per capita (current US$) in Appendix 7 through the multiplication of Health 

expenditure, public (% of total health expenditure13) by Health expenditure per capita (current 

US$)14. The results show that in 1995 Ecuador invest almost the double comparing to 

Dominican Republic (40 opposed to only 22 US$) while in 2009 there is a convergence of those 

values (124 and 112 US$). The indicator public spending on education, total (% of GDP)15 has 

the objective of quantify the public expenditure in education. In this case Ecuador had a value 

of 2.64 in the year of 1998, a value of 1.32 in 2000 and a value of 0.98 in 2001. Dominican 

Republic had a value of 1.91 in 2000, decreased in to 1.88 in 2003 and has a value of 2.3 in 

2009 (World Bank). Also in this case, Dominican Republic had a better improvement in the 

indicators. 

                                                           
12

 “Adult literacy rate is the percentage of people ages 15 and above who can, with understanding, read 
and write a short, simple statement on their everyday life” according to World Bank’s definition. 
13 “Public health expenditure consists of recurrent and capital spending from government (central and 

local) budgets, external borrowings and grants (including donations from international agencies and 
nongovernmental organizations), and social (or compulsory) health insurance funds. Total health 
expenditure is the sum of public and private health expenditure. It covers the provision of health 
services (preventive and curative), family planning activities, nutrition activities, and emergency aid 
designated for health but does not include provision of water and sanitation” by World Bank 
14 “Total health expenditure is the sum of public and private health expenditures as a ratio of total 

population. It covers the provision of health services (preventive and curative), family planning activities, 
nutrition activities, and emergency aid designated for health but does not include provision of water and 
sanitation. Data are in current U.S. dollars” use by World Bank 
 
15 “Public expenditure on education consists of current and capital public expenditure on education 

includes government spending on educational institutions (both public and private), education 
administration as well as subsidies for private entities (students/households and other privates 
entities)” by World Bank. 
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The other factors that are considered relevant in order to explain inequality that are fertility in 

low income households, high gap in the payments among the high and low skilled workers and 

land distribution it would be very interesting to see if would also help explain the different 

performance of both countries, however the lack of data available did not allow to make such 

conclusions. 

Therefore, for the indicators that were possible to collect data for the most important factors 

influencing inequality in this geographic area, it is visible that the country that manages to 

have a reduction of inequality along with an economic growth (negative correlation) happens 

to have performed better in the indicators above studied. 

Accordingly, the leading approach used by governments worldwide and by International 

Financial Institutions that has a focus on pushing the economic growth, not taking inequality 

issues into consideration and following the idea that is that inequality is stable overtime inside 

a society (Cornia and Court, 2001) seem to be a too simple approach to this problem. It is 

possible to say that more important than create economic growth to improve equality, is how 

those means are used, in favor of the population or not. 

 

4.1 Limitations  

The first limitation that influenced this study of inequality has to do with the definition of what 

inequality really is and what it represents. There is not one universal and consensual definition 

for it so, for the sake of the analysis, it was only focused on the inequality that is created with 

the different distribution of income inside a certain society. However this is just a narrow 

approach of the bigger picture and it only captures a part of the inequalities and not the global 

picture regarding the life conditions of the individuals. So, this is a limitation in the sense that 

it is only capturing a part of a much bigger concept that is inequality. 

Other points that also have some flaws are the indicators that were used. On one hand, the 

GDP Purchasing Power Parity uses the relative price level of each country to convert into an 

international measure,  it has the advantage that it facilitates the comparison among different 

currencies but it does not take into account that the exchange rates are not the same in 

different regions even when inside the same country. Concerning the Gini coefficient, it is 

possible to argue that it gives an incomplete measure of the income inequality by not taking 

into consideration the difference in aspects such as opportunities or even risk aversion. 
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A factor that can influence the results is the data itself. The fact that the data available is 

limited can condition somehow the conclusions, the Gini index is only measured yearly (at 

least the public data that is possible to be collected) and it is a relatively recent measure which 

limits the availability of data. With the aim of solving, or at least to lessen the problem of a 

reduced amount of data, it was used data from different sources in this analysis. This is not the 

ideal situation because data collected from different sources may influence the global 

congruence of the results if there are some differences in the way that the Gini index is 

measured by each source. 

This study also faces the limitation of extrapolate this results for other groups of countries. The 

output of this study is dependent on the data that is extremely influenced by very specific 

external factors. Using the conclusion of the study different environments with different 

influence factors without adaptations may lead to less correct outcomes. 

On top of all of these points, it is also important to keep in mind that this analysis does not 

hold the condition ceteris paribus, meaning that the data may be influenced by external 

factors for this analysis. This is particularly relevant regarding the conclusions and when 

establishing relationships of cause and effect among the variables. 

 

4.2 Future Research 

This field of studies is important because it brings very important insights in such an important 

matter that is, in the limit, the life condition of the individuals. And by being such a complex 

issue, it opens a myriad of possibilities in future research.  

The first potential of future research is to overcome the points that could be improved that 

were mentioned in the limitations and doing it creates several possibilities. One way is to 

increase the database that was used in this study to make it more robust. Another possibility is 

the creation of some other new indicator that could be better and more comprehensive than 

Gini Index in capturing the bigger reality that is inequality, not only in what income inequality 

is, but also in a broader sense of the concept of inequality. 

The same study can also be replicated in other groups of countries and it will still be valid and 

interesting and also it would be interesting to include the relationship of other variables in this 

study. This seems to be a very demanding but important and fruitful field of studies. 
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A last proposal of research that might extend the knowledge in the study of the relationship 

among the economic growth and inequality would be to reproduce the same study but using 

the GDP with and without external aid. It would give the perception on how the external aid 

influences the relationship among the economic growth and inequality. 
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5. Conclusion 

Inequality issues are now backing in the international institutions’ agenda. This is happening 

after a period of economic growth that was used in developing countries as the primordial 

path to try to converge with developed countries. But the results were not compatible with 

that growth and the increases in the number of poor people made realize that maybe it was 

not the solution for the problem (Beer and Boswell, 2002). 

Accordingly, there are some sources of apprehension that derive from the results regarding 

the correlation between economic growth measured based on the GDP with Gini Index where 

a substantial number of countries present positive correlations. This means that the gap 

between rich and poor is growing inside countries. 

It is possible to understand in Section II of the thesis, inequality not only bad just by the fact 

that it exists and because it is an ethical or philosophical issue. It is a real problem of the 

people that are trapped in the bottom of the economy. Gini coefficient is not only an abstract 

figure, but a numerical representation of it and demands to be looked carefully. Also seen in 

Section II, the consequences of high levels of inequality are very noxious and can at some point 

became a vicious circle, that will later effect growth. The persistence of such correlations 

denote incapacity of internal governance or lack of willingness to change the paradigm and the 

persistence of international communities in promote economic growth in countries with high 

inequality may be extending the situation. 

But there is some good news that brings hope and show that is possible to have a reduction of 

inequality during periods of economic growth. That happens because those countries use 

mechanisms that allow them, when there is economic growth, it is more evenly distributed, 

focusing in a growth but with equity. As previously mentioned in Section II, it brings a myriad 

of subsequent benefits.  

The case of the two countries studied in more depth, Ecuador and Dominican Republic, it was 

possible to see that following different policies was crucial to influence the final output. Even 

though they are very similar in dimension and demographics, they differ completely in the 

result of correlation between growth and inequality. 

Even though there are countries with worrying results, there are also good examples that open 

the possibility of a change in that relation. And change is possible by looking into the local 

factors that are influencing and creating inequalities, although there are general reasons of 
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inequality that are very widespread, there are endogenous and geo-political specificities that 

can make the difference. So, trying to find a general recipe or a prescription that is used 

globally is an approach that can be a potential failure but are certainly factors, such as 

education that is both beneficial for growth and equity that can certainly make world a more 

even place with similar opportunities for the population.  
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Appendices  

Appendix 1.  Gini Index By Source 

Source: United Nations University – World Institute for Development Economics Research   

 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

Argentina  43,40  38,20  36,00    38,10 

Bolivia          46,20  

Brazil 53,00          

Chile     46,20    44,60  

Colombia   48,20  58,40   48,40   

Costa Rica  50,00        52,00 

Dominican 

Republic 

         49,10 

Ecuador      63,00   32,00  

El Salvador  49,30    42,40 53,80 53,80  46,50 

Honduras         62,00  

Mexico    54,20     53,60 58,00 

Panama 49,30  35,90      40,60 49,90 

Paraguay           

Peru  60,50 52,00       41,30 

Uruguay  38,80  45,30    36,90   

Venezuela    39,70        
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 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 

Argentina 36,40  36,10  36,70 36,80     

Bolivia            

Brazil 59,00  62,50  57,90  63,50  57,80 59,70 

Chile 50,09  44,00 44,00 44,99 47,00 53,00 51,00 51,97 51,79 

Colombia 50,10 43,17 42,74  47,50 58,00   47,80 56,80 

Costa Rica  47,90   46,40   50,40  45,00 

Dominican 

Republic 

      45,00    

Ecuador 68,20          

El Salvador        40,00   

Honduras           

Mexico 40,80     57,40  50,40   

Panama 57,00  41,40        

Paraguay           

Peru 59,40 43,00 58,70        

Uruguay       40,54    

Venezuela   61,10     54,00 42,30 40,00 40,04 
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 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

Argentina 42,50 43,80         

Bolivia        51,50   52,50 

Brazil 56,00          

Chile 53,21 53,46 56,98 54,49 55,85 54,91 55,69  54,50 56,80 

Colombia   57,80 43,40  44,70     

Costa Rica    47,00      47,90 

Dominican 

Republic 

          

Ecuador         43,70  

El Salvador           

Honduras           

Mexico           

Panama 47,60         57,10 

Paraguay    45,10       

Peru  57,00         

Uruguay 42,50  41,80 40,40 40,96 41,72 39,10 38,73   

Venezuela  47,50  44,50 45,90 51,20 44,90 45,20  45,00  
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 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 

Argentina 44,40 45,20        49,09 

Bolivia   54,49 49,40 52,92  52,74 57,30 59,60  60,20 

Brazil           

Chile  55,38 49,80        

Colombia    60,38    63,70   

Costa Rica  48,90   48,90 47,50     

Dominican 

Republic 

     51,60   47,50  

Ecuador      55,60    58,80 

El Salvador 44,70 52,60   53,20     53,10 

Honduras  50,00  54,00  58,40 55,10  52,70  

Mexico           

Panama         57,00 56,31 

Paraguay     49,60   53,10   

Peru  50,90      50,90 55,39 55,47 

Uruguay      42,25  42,78   

Venezuela  44,00 44,20 42,60  43,16     46,75 
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 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Argentina           

Bolivia  63,30  60,05  50,45      

Brazil           

Chile           

Colombia     56,24      

Costa Rica   49,84  47,95  49,17    

Dominican 

Republic 

 50,72 50,30  51,44      

Ecuador 56,00    62,83  53,44    

El Salvador  52,52   48,39      

Honduras     54,46  55,28    

Mexico           

Panama    56,09       

Paraguay  56,92  58,13 55,21      

Peru 49,62   51,97 47,52      

Uruguay   45,44  46,16      

Venezuela  45,80 46,39 47,52  45,41      
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Source: World Bank 

 1979 

Argentina  

Bolivia   

Brazil  

Chile  

Colombia  

Costa Rica  

Dominican 

Republic 

 

Ecuador  

El Salvador  

Honduras  

Mexico  

Panama 48,74 

Paraguay  

Peru  

Uruguay  

Venezuela   
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 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

Argentina       44,51    

Bolivia            

Brazil  57,5 58,2 58,4 58,4 59 58,1 59,3 61 63 

Chile        56,43   

Colombia 59,13        53,11 53,59 

Costa Rica  47,49     34,42    

Dominican 

Republic 

      47,78   50,46 

Ecuador        50,49   

El Salvador           

Honduras       55,09   59,49 

Mexico     46,26     55,14 

Panama           

Paraguay           

Peru       45,72    

Uruguay  43,65        42,33 

Venezuela   55,61      53,45  44,08 
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 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 

Argentina   45,35  45 47,4 48,58 46 49,84  

Bolivia            

Brazil 60,6  57,4 59,7  59,2 59,2 59,3 59,2 58,6 

Chile 55,52    55,19  55,06  55,74  

Colombia  51,32    57,4 56,2  58,21 58,05 

Costa Rica 45,66  46,95 46,28   47,08 45,88 48,13  

Dominican 

Republic 

  51,36    48,71 49,58   

Ecuador     52    53,53  

El Salvador      49,86 52,25 50,79 52,17  

Honduras 57,36  54,51  55,22   53,05  51,5 

Mexico   50,31  55,06 53,73 54,4  53,72  

Panama  56,82    57,06 56,31 48,53   

Paraguay 39,74     59,13   56,52 56,85 

Peru 43,87    44,87  46,24    

Uruguay   42,16    43,76  45,18  

Venezuela     41,68  46,84 48,79 48,8 49,53  
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 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Argentina 50,43 52,21 52,52 52,79 50,63 50,03 48,77   45,84 

Bolivia            

Brazil  58,7 58,2 57,6 57 56,4   54,5 53,9 

Chile 55,36   54,92   52   52,33 

Colombia 57,5   58,83   58,49    

Costa Rica 46,6 49,96  49,76  47,23    50,31 

Dominican 

Republic 

52,11   51,88  49,97 51,91 48,44   

Ecuador    62,09  53,65  54,37  48,99 

El Salvador 51,92  52,32 49,37  49,7   46,57  

Honduras    53,88  56,71  57,7   

Mexico 53,08  51,17  50,93  50,07  51,74  

Panama 56,56 56,49 56,51  54,88  54,93   52,34 

Paraguay   57,98   53,89  53,34 51,95  

Peru  53,01 54,65   51,97 49,55   47,96 

Uruguay 44,56 44,96  44,83  44,94 46,24   42,42 

Venezuela     48,2  47,61 43,5    
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Source:  UNPD- International Human Development Indicators 

 2005 2006 2007 

Argentina    

Bolivia  58,2  57,2 

Brazil  55,8 55 

Chile    

Colombia    

Costa Rica   48,9 

Dominican 

Republic 

   

Ecuador    

El Salvador   46,9 

Honduras    

Mexico    

Panama    

Paraguay    

Peru   50,5 

Uruguay    

Venezuela     
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Appendix 2. Average of Gini Index By Decade 

 60's 70's 80's 90's 00's 

Argentina 38,925 36,500 43,603 46,762 50,403 

Bolivia  46,200  52,000 55,235 57,841 

Brazil 53,000 60,067 58,890 59,150 56,344 

Chile 45,400 48,649 55,232 54,448 53,653 

Colombia 51,667 49,445 51,955 57,894 57,766 

Costa Rica 51,000 47,425 44,203 47,253 48,858 

Dominican 

Republic 

49,100 45,000 49,120 49,750 50,846 

Ecuador 47,500 68,200 47,095 54,983 55,911 

El Salvador 49,160 40,000  51,084 49,711 

Honduras 62,000  57,290 54,184 55,605 

Mexico 55,267 49,533 50,700 53,444 51,398 

Panama 43,925 49,047 52,350 55,338 55,399 

Paraguay   45,100 52,490 55,346 

Peru 51,267 53,700 51,360 49,663 50,750 

Uruguay 40,333 40,540 41,243 43,227 44,944 

Venezuela  39,700 47,488 47,734 45,635 46,348 
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Appendix 3. GDP by decade 

Source: World Bank 

 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 

Argentina       28344705968 28630474726 24256667555 26436857248 31256284545 

Bolivia 563110052 612518907 669722540 721142960 812543074 908874536 994044553 1084059818 908874536 964615703 

Brazil      21790035102 27062716511 30591834045 33875881906 37458898265 

Chile 4211762522 4705377500 5502763243 5482749434 5794301527 6053790468 7013580346 6913560997 7074820186 8179771226 

Colombia 4040948306 4552914126 4968598035 4838841458 5992169472 5790247619 5452762963 5727208180 5918467519 6405440200 

Costa Rica 507516617 490324267 479181227 511902567 542578822 592981156 647305631 699456618 773841500 853630203 

Dominican 

Rep. 

672399744 654100160 824099968 940799872 1025599872 888099968 983900032 1034800000 1079100032 1230499968 

Ecuador 1010325080 979108816 958598183 1038389646 1156150862 1237593189 1333639229 1459699786 1558747201 1738833527 

El Salvador 625600000 636240000 706080000 746159936 822439936 877719962 929520026 976199987 1009760051 1049400013 

Honduras 335649984 356200000 387750016 410200000 457000000 508650000 549950016 598099984 646800016 668000032 

Mexico 13056164925 14153954349 15221053213 16936337668 20070134741 21829715344 24337233447 26556372081 29363632834 32515754314 

Panama 415800032 463700032 504800032 559500032 600800000 659900032 719000000 800700032 861400000 945400000 

Paraguay      443586495 465884924 492677770 517653163 556293624 

Peru 2503708501 2822764382 3199617471 3505470788 4241381119 5026099956 5947054339 6029751897 5583979280 6250645607 

Uruguay 1243993176 1549623556 1709221321 1538971682 1974511146 1889185075 1808775748 1598149807 1593701209 2004342742 

Venezuela 8607600069 8923366628 9873397859 10663375514 9113580696 9602944668 10096574670 10472776744 11470909285 11927570677 
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 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 

Argentina 31584210365 33293199095 34733000536 52544000117 72436777342 52438647922 51169499891 56781000101 58082870156 69252328953 

Bolivia 1017171717 1095454545 1257615645 1263018491 2100249875 2404697651 2732083958 3227436282 3758220890 4421343606 

Brazil 42327600116 49204456712 58539008796 79279057736 105136007545 123709376567 152678020453 176171284305 200800891872 224969488839 

Chile 8981111664 10694569522 11532517864 16387454417 15535549706 7226476865 9857547849 13359145454 15399431310 20729772211 

Colombia 7198373469 7820367893 8671371951 10315774588 12370045405 13098633902 15341403660 19470978268 23263511958 27940389361 

Costa Rica 984830160 1077152887 1238251658 1528916175 1666544795 1960863536 2412555508 3072427125 3523208934 4035519472 

Dominican 

Rep. 

1485400064 1666400000 1987299968 2344699904 2925600000 3599300096 3951399936 4587100160 4774400000 5498800128 

Ecuador 1674802833 1619776520 1931926152 2594243513 3927882998 4651229549 5686725733 6925319593 7778728875 9588596390 

El 

Salvador 

1132920013 1186119987 1263720038 1442319974 1665879962 1884120064 2328280064 2941640090 3127959962 3463639859 

Honduras 723000000 731000000 802999968 912499968 1034500000 1124000000 1347999936 1669499968 1929499968 2251499968 

Mexico 35541711470 39200879416 45178119327 55271303176 71976542927 88003982689 89023916067 81825780564 102517450026 134540322293 

Panama 1016300032 1146700032 1260000000 1441200000 1647100032 1844800000 1959299968 2077400064 2463000064 2819099904 

Paraguay 594609493 664571449 769039669 995531760 1333476206 1511420619 1698960335 2092158781 2559857225 3416777874 

Peru 7235141852 8069766829 8945736420 10702842298 13490954944 16413418809 15519319139 14230997983 12162093075 15542640785 

Uruguay 2137241935 2807342742 2189502775 3964295673 4090252474 3538292267 3667161241 4114664911 4910255623 7181180175 

Venezuela 12993115056 14471557938 15922867181 19445932860 29087099933 31413164179 36272315695 42337056975 46507640231 55750554789 
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 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

Argentina 76961923742 78676842366 84307486837 103979106778 79092001998 88416668900 110934442763 111106191358 126206817196 76636898036 

Bolivia 4537487843 5891606678 5594118401 5422656262 6169481549 5377277408 3958338768 4323623593 4597615614 4715978706 

Brazil 235024598984 263561088976 281682304160 203304515491 209023912697 222942790435 268137224730 294084112393 330397381998 425595310000 

Chile 27572307600 32644872980 24339421605 19770402077 19232737055 16486012247 17722536671 20902096532 24640912616 28385038397 

Colombia 33400712095 36388389129 38968019453 38729822782 38253120738 34894419525 34942483688 36373312083 39212545681 39540083646 

Costa Rica 4831447173 2623807083 2606621245 3976453955 4593908762 4796628462 5477895476 5841132961 6063759371 6866402028 

Dominican 

Rep. 

6631000064 7266999808 7964000256 8622000128 10330399744 5044579959 6122128260 5827050853 5374300248 6686592727 

Ecuador 11900704786 13974698912 13194324575 11188362806 11386458405 11840675754 10309942622 9099361934 9098361006 9527567455 

El Salvador 3573959885 3437200179 3399189150 3506347772 3661683396 3800368587 3771663198 3958045811 4189880000 4372215335 

Honduras 2566000032 2819500000 2903500032 3076999968 3319000000 3639499936 3808500032 4152499968 3970386396 3563448320 

Mexico 194356825709 250083027275 173720847691 148866911934 175632163244 184473097296 129440191340 140263673924 183144276294 222977042347 

Panama 3810300000 4312700000 4764700000 4891900000 5106300000 5402000000 5613700000 5638300000 4874500000 4887500000 

Paraguay 4578785508 5781301411 5420588092 5603424508 4392449744 3162899921 3544259671 3732934092 3951333337 4363188572 

Peru 20661220078 24966849817 24817438679 19129866511 19845514734 18838400476 17977500454 23905267271 12375610634 20576647135 

Uruguay 10163020116 11048335541 9178802451 5102281489 4850241442 4732017873 5880112947 7367494222 8213515459 8438951476 

Venezuela 67135122864 75498829319 76693647866 78586503426 55952339080 57935742247 58915108094 45343793676 58428404474 42142303739 
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 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 

Argentina 141352368715 189719989668 228779382768 236753563470 257439956992 258031878144 272149757952 292858888192 298948362240 283523022848 

Bolivia 4867582765 5343259489 5643864513 5734703516 5981218963 6715164450 7396952018 7925733799 8497499276 8285061591 

Brazil 461951782000 407337832905 390566551484 438299504406 546233380260 768951180305 839683246760 871199987488 843826501464 586863191445 

Chile 31558927517 36424168146 44467946384 47693992627 55154226760 71349202309 75769008174 82808986192 79373597080 72995286764 

Colombia 40274204595 41239551378 49279585355 55802540101 81703496604 92507277798 97160111573 106659507964 98443743191 86186156584 

Costa Rica 7403457319 7162546470 8573610781 9638291624 10557530522 11722356980 11843228352 12828976090 14095921303 15796567138 

Dominican 

Rep. 

7073674722 9724379020 11277694537 12976408000 14511134921 16358496124 18131813001 19593449903 21171235998 21709041189 

Ecuador 10355963787 11348439540 11996750826 15063220705 18581908127 20205685541 21278200686 23647336355 23266151903 16681996554 

El Salvador 4800907895 5310996633 5954671446 6937988506 8085554286 9500491429 10315542857 11134716450 12008418171 12464655104 

Honduras 3048896181 3068462060 3419474979 3481990761 3432356579 3911053180 4034037162 4663193916 5202215657 5372543554 

Mexico 262709785593 314453895612 363609268789 403195508734 421725049058 286698251724 332908981436 401480129436 421214803220 481202434427 

Panama 5313200000 5842300000 6641400000 7252700000 7733900000 7906100000 9322100000 10084000000 10932500000 11456300000 

Paraguay 5264595869 6248792635 6445510898 6874792180 6940688924 8065811598 8744408796 8872095650 7915133553 7292038449 

Peru 26294371425 34544482513 36084008139 34834667902 44909998632 53674086051 55876101187 59222879292 56751679594 51509515206 

Uruguay 9298839655 11206193313 12878157306 15002144584 17474578502 19297663097 20515465834 23969746851 25385928196 23983945191 

Venezuela 47027508385 51734363024 58470358476 58107555298 56529904239 74888742184 68258588863 85837385779 91338542542 97974136437 
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 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Argentina 284203745280 268696715264 102040334259 129597103034 153129481873 183193408941 214066231200 260768703249 326676673165 307081774895 

Bolivia 8397858206 8141513227 7905485150 8082396474 8773451753 9549196302 11451297466 13120517443 16675015771 17339992191 

Brazil 644701831101 553582178386 504221228974 552469288268 663760000000 882185291701 1088917279412 1365982651542 1652632229228 1594489675024 

Chile 75210511780 68568293067 67265403373 73989608415 95652734479 118249630260 146772604313 164315221642 170741003929 160859264563 

Colombia 100363791871 98745443240 98229102139 94916590096 117188202055 146570319334 162807996675 207410686362 244645672495 235836552597 

Costa Rica 15946443261 16403603009 16844378718 17517535902 18596365934 19964893792 22526464348 26267157320 29663614223 29239504920 

Dominican 

Rep. 

23996656676 24894907435 26570402719 21268012747 22039232610 34004033804 35952845583 41314666869 45498608625 46597346435 

Ecuador 15941641913 21250000896 24899481000 28635909000 32642225000 37186942000 41705000000 45503600000 54208500000 52021900000 

El Salvador 13134147768 13812744074 14306700000 15046700000 15798300000 17070200000 18653600000 20376700000 22106800000 21100500000 

Honduras 7105541205 7566501476 7776438041 8233948657 8871111447 9757258851 10917599272 12392440366 13969292165 14317854032 

Mexico 581426421971 622092637151 649075575302 700324664927 759777472170 848947464609 952276430547 1035929522496 1096176334977 882786797992 

Panama 11620500000 11807500000 12272400000 12933200000 14179300000 15464700000 17137000000 19794000000 23001600000 24080100000 

Paraguay 7071265939 6445764901 5045545609 5551643681 6949760483 7473231062 9275210016 12222355341 16873155276 14239629907 

Peru 53290390318 53935760985 56772338815 61346725170 69725009965 79385073422 92303809836 107233299365 126822739600 126923120549 

Uruguay 22823255806 20898788420 13606494599 12045627411 13686333822 17362872710 19802235564 23876761050 31176899891 31322414682 

Venezuela 117147614566 122909734601 92889586976 83622191419 112451400423 145513489652 183477522124 226537506288 311130615277 326132984630 
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Appendix 4. Average of GDP By Decade 

 60's 70's 80's 90's 00's 

Argentina 27784998008 51231553448 93631837997 245955717099 236196920774 

Bolivia  823950668 2327729266 5058818482 6639104038 11747535106 

Brazil 30155873166 121281519294 273375323986 615491315852 1053711927951 

Chile 6093247745 12970357686 23169633778 59759534195 122278806342 

Colombia 5368759788 14549085046 37070290882 74925617514 163173031426 

Costa Rica 609871861 2150027025 4767805652 10962248658 22503123376 

Dominican 

Republic 

933339962 3282040026 6986905205 15252732741 33973961197 

Ecuador 1247108552 4637923216 11152045825 17242565403 37536836346 

El Salvador 837911991 2043660001 3767055331 8651394278 17563828438 

Honduras 491830005 1252649978 3381933468 3963422403 10573484309 

Mexico 21404035292 74308000795 180295805705 368919810803 833497712522 

Panama 653100019 1767490010 4930190000 8248450000 17187945455 

Paraguay 495219195 1563640341 4453116486 7266386855 9965663717 

Peru 4511047334 12231291214 20309431579 45370178994 89234836787 

Uruguay 1691047546 3860018982 7497477302 17901266253 22442468555 

Venezuela 10075209681 30420130484 61663179478 69016708523 191787665711 
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Appendix 5 - Annual percentage growth rate of GDP 

Source: World Bank 

 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 

Argentina 5,428 -0,852 -5,308 10,130 10,569 -0,660 3,192 4,823 9,680 3,046 5,658 1,628 2,812 5,534 -0,028 -2,018 6,934 -4,506 10,223 

Bolivia  2,080 5,570 6,421 4,795 5,625 6,497 6,909 -12,169 3,096 -0,495 5,063 7,967 5,739 2,940 7,311 4,615 4,971 2,053 0,133 

Brazil 10,276 5,216 0,875 3,486 3,053 4,150 4,915 11,427 9,736 8,770 11,295 12,053 13,979 9,042 5,209 9,790 4,606 3,232 6,766 

Chile 4,050 5,193 6,117 2,668 0,417 10,002 3,641 3,752 3,471 2,123 9,018 -0,819 -4,941 2,494 -11,363 3,406 8,697 7,463 8,682 

Colombia 5,265 5,467 2,904 6,602 3,012 5,322 4,191 6,427 6,521 6,957 5,951 7,673 6,727 5,743 2,248 4,817 4,148 8,463 5,383 

Costa Rica -0,956 8,148 4,785 4,149 9,830 7,871 5,650 8,385 5,578 7,503 6,779 8,178 7,709 5,545 2,100 5,518 8,904 6,268 4,939 

Dominican 

Republic 

-2,313 17,047 6,503 6,765 -12,482 13,463 3,328 0,239 10,891 18,227 10,871 10,394 12,896 6,002 5,193 6,728 4,982 2,141 4,531 

Ecuador 1,543 4,559 3,876 7,812 3,172 -0,090 6,994 2,326 5,446 7,612 6,460 4,593 16,156 8,357 8,330 7,642 2,319 6,809 5,213 

El Salvador 3,529 11,953 4,305 9,326 5,368 7,161 5,437 3,237 3,485 2,977 3,858 6,118 4,862 5,336 2,924 5,049 6,780 5,323 -4,180 

Honduras 1,856 5,765 3,580 5,417 9,037 5,374 5,978 6,598 0,655 3,627 3,995 5,762 7,870 -1,228 2,131 10,501 10,384 10,006 4,664 

Mexico 5,003 4,664 8,107 11,905 6,566 6,096 5,855 9,423 3,419 6,502 3,762 8,229 7,861 5,777 5,744 4,417 3,391 8,957 9,698 

Panama 10,751 8,365 8,423 4,530 9,134 7,519 8,566 6,929 8,528 6,387 9,646 4,580 5,406 2,442 1,591 1,644 1,155 9,740 4,508 

Paraguay 7,056 1,346 3,872 3,886 5,364 1,162 8,516 3,149 4,122 4,880 5,442 6,441 7,195 8,238 6,320 7,018 10,934 11,350 11,357 

Peru 7,350 8,340 3,721 6,600 4,939 8,395 3,775 0,355 3,795 5,837 4,181 2,870 5,376 9,250 3,402 1,961 0,403 0,283 5,796 

Uruguay 2,493 -1,575 0,170 2,441 1,046 3,063 -3,657 1,889 5,865 2,333 -0,252 -1,320 0,275 2,895 6,097 3,935 1,455 5,374 6,199 

Venezuela 3,193 8,533 3,901 11,129 4,163 1,510 2,834 7,337 0,706 7,712 1,479 1,283 7,110 2,069 2,896 7,728 6,271 2,347 0,764 
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 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 

Argentina 4,152 -5,690 -4,957 3,875 2,212 -7,587 7,876 2,910 -2,557 -7,496 -2,399 12,67 11,941 5,907 5,836 -2,845 5,527 8,111 3,850 -3,385 

Bolivia  -1,372 0,276 -3,939 -4,042 -0,201 -1,676 -2,574 2,463 2,910 3,790 4,636 5,267 1,647 4,269 4,667 4,678 4,361 4,954 5,029 0,427 

Brazil 9,111 -4,393 0,580 -3,410 5,269 7,946 7,988 3,600 -0,103 3,279 -4,300 1,512 -0,467 4,665 5,334 4,417 2,150 3,375 0,038 0,251 

Chile 8,149 4,737 -10.32 -3,787 7,973 7,119 5,596 6,594 7,311 10,56 3,698 7,970 12,278 6,986 5,708 10,628 7,413 6,606 3,231 -0,761 

Colombia 4,098 2,263 0,948 1,584 3,355 3,088 5,838 5,372 4,060 3,417 6,042 2,277 5,033 2,366 5,836 5,202 2,056 3,430 0,570 -4,204 

Costa Rica 0,752 -2,262 -7,286 2,863 6,202 1,041 5,785 6,875 3,819 5,066 3,905 2,572 9,152 7,414 4,730 3,921 0,887 5,578 8,398 8,222 

Dominican 

Republic 

7,969 4,280 1,699 4,628 1,253 -2,123 3,522 10,117 2,156 4,401 -5,454 0,944 10,513 7,223 2,303 5,494 7,131 8,004 7,011 6,715 

Ecuador 4,446 3,365 -0,569 -2,532 3,836 2,917 4,071 -2,146 8,366 0,981 2,682 5,194 1,513 0,295 4,702 1,754 2,401 4,053 2,113 -6,299 

El Salvador -11,771 -10,451 -6,306 1,535 1,337 0,617 0,189 2,514 1,877 0,962 4,832 3,575 7,545 7,370 6,050 6,395 1,706 4,246 3,749 3,449 

Honduras 0,668 2,533 -1,391 -0,924 4,346 4,188 0,723 6,031 4,610 4,326 0,097 3,252 5,624 6,230 -1,303 4,063 3,595 4,994 2,902 -1,890 

Mexico 9,233 8,773 -0,628 -4,196 3,610 2,593 -3,754 1,856 1,245 4,198 5,068 4,222 3,629 1,951 4,458 -6,218 5,140 6,776 4,907 3,873 

Panama 1,098 9,207 5,348 -4,491 2,709 4,942 3,568 -1,809 -13.38 1,562 8,099 9,419 8,202 5,456 2,850 1,752 2,811 6,461 7,342 3,917 

Paraguay 14,819 8,536 -3,717 -3,025 3,077 3,976 0,000 4,333 6,355 5,799 3,091 2,470 3,423 3,912 3,727 5,452 0,403 2,992 0,579 -1,482 

Peru 3,078 7,181 -0,600 -11,80 5,200 2,800 10,00 8,000 -8,700 -11,70 -5,143 2,166 -0,429 4,765 12,822 8,609 2,518 6,864 -0,658 0,914 

Uruguay 5,843 1,560 -9,758 -10.274 -1,143 1,467 8,810 7,993 1,481 1,104 0,297 3,539 7,932 2,658 7,281 -1,448 5,578 8,548 4,519 -1,939 

Venezuela -4,421 -0,363 -2,071 -3,765 1,442 0,193 6,510 3,582 5,821 -8,570 6,468 9,730 6,060 0,275 -2,350 3,952 -0,198 6,371 0,294 -5,970 
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 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Argentina -4,409 -10,894 8,837 9,030 9,179 8,466 8,653 6,758 0,850 

Bolivia  1,684 2,486 2,711 4,173 4,421 4,797 4,564 6,148 3,357 

Brazil 1,310 2,658 1,149 5,712 3,160 3,955 6,092 5,164 -0,645 

Chile 3,377 2,184 3,917 6,041 5,559 4,590 4,600 3,662 -1,682 

Colombia 1,678 2,504 3,919 5,332 4,707 6,698 6,901 3,547 1,452 

Costa Rica 1,076 2,902 6,405 4,259 5,886 8,780 7,795 2,609 -1,500 

Dominican Republic 1,809 5,788 -0,253 1,312 9,263 10,671 8,475 5,256 3,454 

Ecuador 5,337 4,246 3,576 8,001 6,003 5,855 2,040 7,238 0,362 

El Salvador 1,709 2,340 2,300 1,851 3,085 4,184 4,607 2,433 -3,541 

Honduras 2,723 3,754 4,547 6,232 6,051 6,567 6,307 3,971 -1,911 

Mexico -0,157 0,827 1,352 4,053 3,205 5,150 3,260 1,501 -6,079 

Panama 0,574 2,229 4,206 7,522 7,191 8,528 12,113 10,117 3,196 

Paraguay 2,064 -0,049 3,840 4,135 2,876 4,323 6,761 5,827 -3,847 

Peru 0,215 5,020 4,032 4,977 6,827 7,740 8,906 9,803 0,862 

Uruguay -3,844 -7,732 0,805 5,004 7,460 4,325 7,334 8,596 2,581 

Venezuela 3,394 -8,856 -7,755 18,287 10,318 9,872 8,152 4,782 -3,287 
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Appendix 6.  Average of Annual percentage growth rate of GDP 

 60's 70's 80's 90's 00's 

Argentina 4,111 2,928 -0,726 4,521 4,077 

Bolivia  3,203 4,030 -0,436 3,994 3,732 

Brazil 5,904 8,474 2,987 1,698 3,669 

Chile 4,368 2,476 4,393 6,376 3,812 

Colombia 5,079 5,811 3,402 2,861 4,133 

Costa Rica 5,938 6,344 2,286 5,478 3,956 

Dominican 

Republic 

4,827 8,197 3,790 4,988 5,380 

Ecuador 3,960 7,349 2,273 1,841 4,458 

El Salvador 5,978 3,905 -1,950 4,892 2,007 

Honduras 4,918 5,771 2,511 2,756 4,235 

Mexico 6,782 6,434 2,293 3,381 2,292 

Panama 8,083 4,710 0,876 5,631 5,987 

Paraguay 4,275 7,917 4,015 2,457 3,441 

Peru 5,252 3,936 0,346 3,243 5,466 

Uruguay 1,304 2,699 0,708 3,696 2,824 

Venezuela  4,812 3,966 -0,164 2,463 3,335 
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Appendix 7. Public Health expenditure, per capita (current US$) 

 

  Health expenditure, 

public (% of total 

health expenditure) 

Health expenditure 

per capita (current 

US$) 

Public Health 

expenditure, per 

capita (current US$) 

 

1995 Dominican Republic 20,90 105,56 22,06 

 Ecuador 55,36 72,76 40,28 

2009 Dominican Republic 41,40 270,65 112,04 

 Ecuador 48,41 255,50 123,69 

Source: World Bank 
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